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Abstrat
The internal bialgebroid  in a symmetri monoidal ategory with oequalizers  is dened.
The axioms are formulated in terms of internal entwining strutures and alternatively, in terms
of internal orings. The Galois property of the oring in question is related to the ×R-Hopf
algebra property. The language of entwining strutures is used to disuss duality.
1 Introdution
Entwining strutures have been introdued by T. Brzezi«ski and S. Majid [7℄ in dening oalgebra
prinipal bundles. The relevane of entwining strutures is raised by the observation of M. Takeuhi
that they provide examples of orings  i.e. omonoids in bimodule ategories.
The theory of orings [8℄ has been applied among others in the theory of rings and of graded
algebras and also in non-ommutative geometry. One of the most important appliations is,
however, its onnetion with bialgebras. The various notions of Hopf type modules over a bialgebra
an be unied in terms of omodules over appropriate orings [4, 5℄. In partiular, as it was pointed
out by R. Wisbauer ([28℄, Proposition 5.2) an algebra (A, µA, ηA) and a oalgebra (A,∆A, ǫA) over
a ommutative ring k (where A is faithful as a k-module) ombine into a bialgebra if and only
if the k-module A ⊗
k
A  with left A-ation µ
A⊗
k
A
(∆A ⊗k A
⊗
k
A) and right A-ation A ⊗
k
µA,
oprodut ∆A ⊗k A and ounit ǫA
⊗
k
A  is an A-oring. Alternatively, if and only if the algebra
and the oalgebra strutures are entwined by the map µ
A⊗
k
A
(∆A ⊗k A
⊗
k
ηA).
In the papers [9℄ and [28℄ entwining strutures and orings have been generalized by allowing
the module strutures in the denition to be non-unital. The main motivation for the introdution
of these so alled weak entwining strutures and weak orings was to establish similar onnetions
with weak bialgebras [16, 2℄ as one has between entwining strutures, orings and bialgebras.
The motivation of the present paper is similar. In order to make onnetion with (internal)
bialgebroids, we onsider internal entwining strutures and orings over monoids in monoidal
ategories with oequalizers.
The role of orings in the desription of Doi-Koppinen modules over a bialgebroid has been
studied already in [6℄. Let A = (A,R, s, t, γ, π) be a bialgebroid [12, 27℄ or, what is equivalent to
1
it, a ×R-bialgebra [26℄. In this notation the algebras A and R over the ommutative ring k are
the total and base algebras, respetively, the maps s : R→ A and t : Rop → A are the soure and
target maps, γ the oprodut and π the ounit. Reall that A is an R-R-bimodule via
r · a · r′: = s(r)t(r′)a r, r′ ∈ R a ∈ A.
In the paper [6℄ an A-oring has been assoiated to A (and more generally to any Doi-Koppinen
datum over R.) It is A ⊗
R
A as a k-module, the A−A-bimodule struture is given by
a · (b ⊗
R
c) · d = a(1)b ⊗R a(2)cd a, b, c, d ∈ A
(where the usual Sweedler's onvention is used and b ⊗
R
c is the image of b ⊗
k
c under the anonial
projetion A ⊗
k
A→ A ⊗
R
A) and the oprodut and the ounit are γ ⊗
R
A and π ⊗
R
A, respetively.
This oring, however, does not ome from an entwining struture.
Our rst motivation to onsider internal entwining strutures is the aesthetial need to assoiate
an entwining struture (in the bimodule ategory RMR) to a bialgebroid. This is done in the
Example 3.3 below. It is explained in the Setion 6 how is the internal entwining struture in the
Example 3.3 related to the oring of [6℄.
Our seond motivation omes from the study of internal bialgebroids. The denition of al-
gebrai strutures inside ategories is a very old idea [13℄ with many interesting results. Let us
mention the papers [17, 14, 18℄, for example.
Internal bialgebroids are dened in symmetri monoidal ategories with oequalizers. They
onsist of the data (A,R, s, t, γ, π) where A and R are monoids in M and s, t, γ and π are mor-
phisms in M. The axioms are naively opied from the ase when M is the ategory of modules
over a ommutative ring k.
Bialgebroids have been haraterized by B. Day and R. Street in purely ategorial terms
[10℄. They onsider two objets R and A in a monoidal biategory, a pseudo-monoid struture on
A together with a ertain strong monoidal morphism from this pseudo-monoid to the anonial
pseudo-monoid assoiated to R. In the partiular ase of the monoidal biategory of bimodules 
i.e. the one with 0-ells the k-algebras, 1-ells the bimodules and 2-ells the bimodule morphisms,
 this denition reovers the one of the bialgebroid. As a support of our Denition 5.1 of internal
bialgebroids we prove an equivalene with the desription of [10℄ in the ase of the monoidal
biategory of internal bimodules.
We give a haraterization of internal bialgebroids also in terms of internal entwining strutures
and alternatively in terms of internal orings. An (internal) oring assoiated to an (internal)
bialgebroid is shown to be Galois (in the sense of Denition 4.11) if and only if the bialgebroid is
a ×R-Hopf algebra in the sense of [19℄.
In the ase of a bialgebroid A = (A,R, s, t, γ, π) over the ommutative ring k one of the
R-module strutures of A was assumed to be nitely generated projetive in [11℄. Under this
assumption the R-dual was shown to have an opposite bialgebroid struture (whih was alled a
right bialgebroid there).
Our formulation of the axioms in terms of an entwining struture provides a natural framework
for the study of the duality of internal bialgebroids, as the entwining struture is a self-dual
notion. Generalizing the result of [11℄ we prove that if both objets appearing in the entwining
struture possess right duals, then the dual entwining struture determines a dual internal (right)
bialgebroid.
2 Preliminaries
In this setion we x our notations and onventions.
Throughout the paper k is a ommutative ring and Mk denotes the symmetri monoidal
ategory of k modules.
The monoidal ategories of the paper are not required to be strit but  relying on oherene
 we do not denote the reassoiator and unit isomorphisms.
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Let (M,✷, U) be a monoidal ategory whih possesses oequalizers and in whih the monoidal
produt preserves the oequalizers. (In this situation we say shortly thatM is a monoidal ategory
with oequalizers. A typial example of suh ategories is Mk.) Let us onstrut the biategory
BIM(M). The 0-ells in BIM(M) are the monoids in M, the 1-ells the bimodules in M and
the 2-ells the internal bimodule morphisms. We use bold fae letters for the ells in BIM(M)
and the same Roman letters for their M-objet part. For example we write A = (A, µA, ηA) for
a monoid and M = (M,λM , ρM ) for a bimodule in M.
The vertial produt in BIM(M) is the omposition ◦ in M and the horizontal produt is
the module tensor produt  onstruted with the help of the oequalizers as follows: Let A,B,C
be monoids in M and let M = (M,λM , ρM ) and N = (N, λN , ρN ) be A-B and B-C bimodules,
respetively. The objet M ⊗
B
N is the objet part of the oequalizer of the parallel morphisms
ρM✷N andM✷λN as on Figure 1. We use the notations ⊓( , ) and ⊗B as on Figure 1 throughout the
PSfrag replaements
M✷B✷N M✷N M ⊗
B
N
ρM✷N
M✷λN
⊓(M,N)
Figure 1: The oequalizer diagram used to dene the module tensor produt
paper. The A-C-bimodule M ⊗
B
N = (M ⊗
B
N, λ
M⊗
B
N
, ρ
M⊗
B
N
) onsists of the unique morphisms
λ
M⊗
B
N
and ρ
M⊗
B
N
in M whih satisfy
λ
M⊗
B
N
◦ (A✷ ⊓ (M,N)) = ⊓(M,N) ◦ (λM✷N) and (2.1)
ρ
M⊗
B
N
◦ (⊓(M,N)✷C) = ⊓(M,N) ◦ (M✷ρN) ,
respetively. The B-module tensor produt of bimodule morphisms ξ : M→M′ and ζ : N→ N′
is the unique morphism ξ ⊗
B
ζ in M whih satises
(ξ ⊗
B
ζ) ◦ ⊓(M,N) = ⊓(M ′, N ′) ◦ (ξ✷ζ).
The morphisms λ
M⊗
B
N
, ρ
M⊗
B
N
and ξ ⊗
B
ζ have been onstruted using the universality of the
oequalizer  what will be done often in the paper. Reall that suh denitions g is the unique
morphism for whih g ◦ ⊓(M,N) = f  make sense provided f ◦ (ρM✷N) = f ◦ (M✷λN ).
Reall also that the oequalizer ⊓(M,N) is an epimorphism hene we an transform statements
on 1-ells in BIM(M) to equivalent statements on morphisms inM by omposing with it on the
right.
About the onstrution of the oherent reassoiator and unit isomorphisms inBIM(M) onsult
the Appendix in [3℄.
Relying on oherene again, we do not denote the reassoiator isomorphism in BIM(M) and
identify the isomorphi objets A ⊗
A
M and M ⊗
B
B with M .
If the ategory M is also symmetri then the biategory BIM(M) is also monoidal. The
monoidal produt is the monoidal produt ✷ of M on the objets with the obvious induement
on the morphisms
A✷B = (A✷B, (µA✷µB) ◦ (A✷ΣB,A✷B), ηA✷ηB)
M✷N = (M✷N, (λM✷λN ) ◦ (A✷ΣB,M✷N), (ρM✷ρN ) ◦ (M✷ΣN,C✷D))
for monoids A,B,C,D, the A-C-bimodule M and B-D-bimodule N.
3 Entwining strutures in monoidal ategories
The lassial notion of entwining struture [7℄ onsists of an algebra S and a oalgebra L over a
ommutative ring k and a linear map ψ : S ⊗
k
L → L ⊗
k
S relating the algebra and the oalgebra
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strutures. In what follows we replae the algebra S and the oalgebra L by a monoid S and a
omonoid L in a monoidal ategory (M,✷, U).
Denition 3.1 A left entwining struture in a monoidal ategory (M,✷, U) onsists of a monoid
S = (S, µ, η) a omonoid L = (L, γ, π) and a morphism ψ : S✷L → L✷S in M satisfying the
onditions
ψ ◦ (η✷L) = L✷η (3.1)
(π✷S) ◦ ψ = S✷π (3.2)
(L✷µ) ◦ (ψ✷S) ◦ (S✷ψ) = ψ ◦ (µ✷L) (3.3)
(γ✷S) ◦ ψ = (L✷ψ) ◦ (ψ✷L) ◦ (S✷γ). (3.4)
Example 3.2 Mixed distributive laws. A left entwining struture in the monoidal ategory of
endofuntors on a ategory C is the same as a mixed distributive law [1℄ of a monad over a
omonad on C.
Example 3.3 The internal entwining struture assoiated to a bialgebroid. Let (A,R, s, t, γ, π)
be a bialgebroid. The bimodule
S : r · a · r′ = s(r)as(r′) r, r′ ∈ R, a ∈ A
with the multipliation
µ : S ⊗
R
S → S a ⊗
R
b 7→ ab
and unit s : R→ A form a monoid in the monoidal ategory (RMR,⊗R , R) of R-R-bimodules.
The bimodule
L : r · a · r′ = s(r)t(r′)a r, r′ ∈ R, a ∈ A
with the omultipliation γ and ounit π form a omonoid in (RMR,⊗R , R).
Introduing the bimodule morphism
ψ : S ⊗
R
L→ L ⊗
R
S a ⊗
R
b 7→ a(1)b ⊗R a(2)
(where the usual Sweedler's onvention has been used) we have a left entwining struture in RMR.
Remark 3.4 The notion of the internal entwining struture is self-dual in the following sense.
Let the monoid S = (S, µ, η), the omonoid L = (L, γ, π) and the morphism ψ : S✷L → L✷S
form a left entwining struture in the monoidal ategory (M,✷, U). Suppose furthermore that
both objets S and L possess right duals Sr and Lr in M. Then the monoid Lr = (Lr, γr, πr),
the omonoid Sr = (Sr, µr, ηr) and the morphism ψr : Sr✷Lr → Lr✷Sr form a right entwining
struture that is they satisfy
ψr ◦ (Sr✷πr) = πr✷Sr (3.5)
(Lr✷ηr) ◦ ψr = ηr✷Lr (3.6)
(ψr✷Sr) ◦ (Sr✷ψr) ◦ (µr✷Lr) = (Lr✷µr) ◦ ψr (3.7)
ψr ◦ (Sr✷γr) = (γr✷Sr) ◦ (Lr✷ψr) ◦ (ψr✷Lr). (3.8)
4 Corings in monoidal ategories with oequalizers
The lassial orings [22℄ are omonoids in (AMA,⊗A , A), the monoidal ategory of bimodules over
a k-algebra A. In what follows we are going to replae A with a monoid A in a monoidal ategory
(M,✷, U). In order to dene module tensor produt (over A) we need the further assumption
that (M,✷, U) is a monoidal ategory with oequalizers. As it is explained in the Setion 2, under
this assumption the ategory AMA of A-A-bimodules in M is a (lax) monoidal ategory with
monoidal unit A and monoidal produt ⊗
A
.
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Denition 4.1 Let (M,✷, U) be a monoidal ategory with oequalizers and let A be a monoid
in M. An A-oring in M is a omonoid in AMA. The morphisms of A-orings in M are the
omonoidal morphisms in AMA.
We use the notation C = (C,Λ,P ,∆, ǫ) for an A-oring where (C,Λ,P) is an A-A-bimodule in
M, the ∆ is the oprodut and ǫ is the ounit.
Example 4.2 A oring over a k-algebra A is a oring in the monoidal ategory of k-modules.
Example 4.3 Any omonoid in a monoidal ategory with oequalizers is a oring over the
monoidal unit (with its obvious monoid struture).
Example 4.4 The internal Sweedler oring. Let (M,✷, U) be a monoidal ategory with oequal-
izers and A = (A, µ, η) a monoid in M. The A-A-bimodule (A✷A, µ✷A,A✷µ) equipped with
the oprodut A✷η✷A : A✷A → (A✷A) ⊗
A
(A✷A) ≃ A✷A✷A and ounit µ : A✷A → A is an A
oring in M.
In partiular let ι : R→ A be an extension of k-algebras. Then the anonial R-R-bimodule
r · a · r′ = ι(r)aι(r′) r, r′ ∈ R a ∈ A
with the multipliation µ : A ⊗
R
A→ A, a ⊗
R
a′ 7→ aa′ and unit ι is a monoid A in RMR and A ⊗R A
has an A-oring struture.
Example 4.5 Corings from entwining strutures. Generalizing the observation of Takeuhi ([8℄,
Proposition 32.6) one an onstrut examples of orings in monoidal ategories (M,✷, U) with
oequalizers from entwining strutures in it. As a matter of fat let S = (S, µ, η) be a monoid,
L = (L, γ, π) a omonoid and ψ : S✷L → L✷S a morphism in M. Introdue the morphism
Λ:= (L✷µ) ◦ (ψ✷S) : S✷L✷S → L✷S in M. Then the datum
(L✷S,Λ, L✷µ, γ✷S, π✷S)
is an S-oring in M if and only if the triple (S,L, ψ) is a left entwining struture in M.
A most lassial example of orings (inMk) is the Sweedler oring with objet part A ⊗R A for an
extension of k-algebras R→ A. Our Example 4.4 leads, however, to an internal oring in RMR.
In [6℄ a oring (inMk) has been assoiated to a bialgebroid. Applying however the onstrution
of Example 4.5 to the internal entwining struture in the Example 3.3 we obtain an internal oring
in RMR.
The following proposition shows that these orings in Mk an be obtained from the ones in
RMR by applying the forgetful funtor RMR →Mk.
Proposition 4.6 Let (M,✷, U) and (N ,✸, V ) be monoidal ategories with oequalizers. Let
(F, F0, F2) : M → N be a (lax) monoidal funtor whih preserves the module tensor produts
i.e. suh that the diagram on Figure 2 is a oequalizer diagram in N for any monoid A and
bimodules M and N in M. Then the funtor F preserves the orings.
If furthermore F is faithful and F2 is epi then F also reets the orings.
PSfrag replaements
F (M)✸F (A)✸F (N) F (M)✸F (N) F (M ⊗
A
N)
F (ρM ) ◦ F2✸F (N)
F (M)✸F (λN ) ◦ F2
F (⊓(M,N)) ◦ F2
Figure 2: The oequalizer diagram in N
Remark 4.7 The module tensor produt preserving property of a monoidal funtor F :M→N
is equivalent to the requirement that the omposite funtor FGA : AMA → N is essentially strong
monoidal [24℄ for any monoid A in M, where GA is the forgetful funtor AMA →M.
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Proof of Proposition 4.6. Any monoidal funtor (F, F0, F2) preserves monoids, bimodules and
bimodule morphisms. As a matter of fat for a monoid A = (A, µ, η), an A-A bimodule M =
(M,λ, ρ) and A-A bimodule morphism ξ in M the F (A) = (F (A), F (µ) ◦ F2, F (η) ◦ F0) is a
monoid, F (M) = (F (M), F (λ) ◦F2, F (ρ) ◦F2) is an F (A)-F (A) -bimodule and F (ξ) is an F (A)-
F (A)-bimodule morphism in N .
Let us dene the funtor F˜ : AMA → F (A)NF (A) as
M 7→ F (M) ξ 7→ F (ξ)
on the objets and on the morphisms, respetively. Then F˜ is a (lax) monoidal funtor with
F˜0 = F (A) and F˜2 the unique morphism in N for whih
F˜2 ◦ ⊓(F (M), F (N)) = F (⊓(M,N)) ◦ F2.
Now by the assumption that F preserves the module tensor produt F˜2 = F (M ⊗A N) hene
F˜ is strit monoidal. Sine strong monoidal funtors preserve omonoids this proves that for an
A-oring (C,Λ,P ,∆, ǫ) in M the (F (C), F (Λ) ◦ F2, F (P) ◦ F2, F (∆), F (ǫ)) is an F (A)-oring in
N .
If F is also faithful and F2 is epi then F reets the monoids, bimodules and bimodule mor-
phisms. Sine F˜ is strong monoidal, it reets the omonoids. Hene if (F (C), F (Λ) ◦ F2, F (P) ◦
F2, F (∆), F (ǫ)) is an F (A)-oring in N for some monoid A, objet C and morphisms Λ,P ,∆ and
ǫ in M then (C,Λ,P ,∆, ǫ) is an A-oring in M. ✷
The following denition of the Galois property of internal orings is a straightforward general-
ization of the denition in [5℄. In what follows (M,✷, U) is a monoidal ategory with oequalizers,
A = (A, µ, η) is a monoid and C = (C,Λ,P ,∆, ǫ) is an A-oring in M.
Denition 4.8 A right C-omodule in M is a pair (M, τM ) where M is a right A-module and
τM : M →M ⊗A C is a right A-module morphism in M satisfying
(τM ⊗A C) ◦ τM = (M
⊗
A
∆) ◦ τM (4.1)
M = (M ⊗
A
ǫ) ◦ τM . (4.2)
A right C omodule morphism (M, τM ) → (N, τN ) is a right A-module morphism φ : M → N
satisfying
τN ◦ φ = (φ ⊗A C) ◦ τM .
Proposition 4.9 The right A-module (A, µ) inM an be equipped with a right C-omodule stru-
ture if and only if there exists a morphism g : U → C satisfying the onditions
∆ ◦ g = ⊓(C,C) ◦ (g✷g) (4.3)
ǫ ◦ g = η. (4.4)
The morphism g is alled a group-like morphism for C.
Proof. Suppose that τA : A → C is a right C oation and set g = τA ◦ ηA. It satises (4.3) by
(4.1) and (4.4) by (4.2). Conversely, suppose that there exists a group-like morphism g for C and
set τA = P ◦ (g✷A) : A → C. It is obviously a right A-module morphism. The identity (4.1)
follows from (4.3) and (4.2) from (4.4). ✷
Denition 4.10 Let C be an A-oring with group-like morphism g and let (M, τM ) be a right
C-omodule inM. If there exists the equalizer of the parallel morphisms τM and ⊓(M,C)◦(M✷g)
in M as on the Figure 3, then the objet part MCg of the equalizer is the oinvariant subobjet of
M with respet to g. In partiular, if there exists the equalizer of the parallel morphisms P◦(g✷A)
and Λ ◦ (A✷g) in M then its objet part is the oinvariant subobjet of A with respet to g.
6
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ements
M
C
g M M
⊗
A
C
ιM τM
⊓(M,C) ◦ (M✷g)
Figure 3: The denition of the oinvariant subobjet
Let C be an A-oring inM with group-like morphism g and orresponding oinvariant subobjet
B of A. The objet B  if exists  has a monoid struture with multipliation µB and unit ηB
whih are the unique morphisms in M whih satisfy
ιA ◦ µB = µ ◦ (ιA✷ιA) and
ιA ◦ ηB = η.
Denote the A-B-bimodule (A, µ, µ ◦ (A✷ιA)) by ι∗ and the B-A-bimodule (A, µ ◦ (ιA✷A), µ) by
ι∗. The A-A-bimodule ι∗ ⊗B ι
∗
is ompleted to an A-oring CB with oprodut ∆B = ι∗ ⊗B ιA
⊗
B
ι∗
and ounit ǫB whih is the unique morphisms in M for whih
ǫB ◦ ⊓(ι∗, ι
∗) = µ.
Denition 4.11 The A-oring C with group-like morphism g and orresponding oinvariant
subobjet B of A is Galois (with respet to B) if there exists an isomorphism of A-orings κ :
CB → C suh that
κ ◦ ⊓(ι∗, ι
∗) ◦ (η✷η) = g. (4.5)
The only A-A-bimodule morphism κ : ι∗ ⊗B ι
∗ → (C,Λ,P) whih is subjet to (4.5) satises
κ ◦ ⊓(ι∗, ι
∗) = Λ ◦ [A✷P ◦ (g✷A)]. (4.6)
Sine a morphism satisfying (4.6) is a morphism of A-orings CB → C, the Galois property of C
w.r.t. B is equivalent to the isomorphism property of the morphism κ dened by (4.6).
5 Bialgebroids in symmetri monoidal ategories with o-
equalizers
Throughout the setion (M,✷, U,Σ) is a symmetri monoidal ategory with oequalizers.
Denition 5.1 A left bialgebroid in M onsists of the data
• monoids R = (R, µR, ηR) and A = (A, µA, ηA) in M
• monoidal morphisms s : R→ A and t : Rop → A satisfying
µA ◦ (s✷t) = µA ◦ ΣA,A ◦ (s✷t)
• a omonoid L = (L, γ, π) in RMR where L is the internal R-R-bimodule
(A, µA ◦ (s✷A), µA ◦ ΣA,A ◦ (A✷t)) (5.1)
subjet to the axioms
ρMA ◦ (γ✷t✷ηA) = ρMA ◦ (γ✷ηA✷s) (5.2)
γ ◦ ηA = ⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA) (5.3)
γ ◦ µA = λMA ◦ (A✷γ) (5.4)
π ◦ ηA = ηR (5.5)
π ◦ µA ◦ (A✷s ◦ π) = π ◦ µA = π ◦ µA ◦ (A✷t ◦ π) (5.6)
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where we introdued the A-A✷A-bimodule MA = (L ⊗R L, λMA , ρMA) with the unique morphisms
λMA and ρMA whih satisfy
ρMA ◦ (⊓(L,L)✷A✷A) = ⊓(L,L) ◦ µA✷A (5.7)
λMA ◦ (A✷ ⊓ (L,L)) = ρMA ◦ (γ✷A✷A). (5.8)
(The denition (5.8) makes sense by (5.2).) We use the notation A = (A,R, s, t, γ, π) for a
bialgebroid.
Applying the Denition 5.1 in the ategory M = Mk of modules over a ommutative ring k we
reover the usual denition [26, 12, 27, 23℄ of the bialgebroid.
The morphisms of left bialgebroids over a xed monoid R inM are introdued as follows. The
bialgebroid morphisms from A = (A,R, s, t, γ, π) to A′ = (A′,R, s′, t′, γ′, π′) are the morphisms
Φ : A→ A′ in M whih satisfy
Φ is a monoidal morphism A→ A′ in M (5.9)
Φ is a omonoidal morphism L→ L′ in RMR . (5.10)
The ategory with objets the left bialgebroids inM over the base R and morphisms dened this
way is denoted by BgdR(M).
In the paper [10℄ it has been proven that a bialgebroid in Mk is equivalent to the data
• two k-algebras R and A
• a k- algebra map χ : Re → A
• a pseudo-monoid (A,M,J) in BIM(Mk)
suh that the Re-A-bimodule indued by χ  that is χ∗ = (A, µA ◦ (χ✷A), µA)  is a strong
monoidal morphism from (A,M,J) to the anonial pseudo-monoid (Re,m, j). (The symbol Re
stands for the enveloping algebra R✷Rop.) In the following we prove an analogous result on
bialgebroids in arbitrary symmetri monoidal ategoryM with oequalizers.
Reall that a pseudo-monoid in BIM(M) onsists of a monoid A, an A-A✷A-bimodule M
and a left A-module J together with bimodule isomorphisms
lA : M ⊗A✷A (J✷A)→ A
rA : M ⊗A✷A (A✷J)→ A
aA : M ⊗A✷A (M✷A)→M
⊗
A✷A
(A✷M)
satisfying the pentagon and triangle identities.
Sine Rop = (R, µR ◦ ΣR,R, ηR) is the two-sided pseudo-dual of R in BIM(M), the monoid
Re ≡ R✷Rop is the monoid part of the anonial pseudo-monoid with bimodules
m =
(
R✷R✷R, λm = [µR✷(R✷µR)] ◦ (R✷ΣR,R✷3),
ρm = [µR✷µR ◦ (µR✷R)✷µR] ◦ (R
✷4
✷ΣR,R✷R) ◦ (R✷ΣR✷R,R✷R✷R✷R)
)
(5.11)
j = (R, µR ◦ (R✷µR ◦ ΣR,R)) . (5.12)
The bimodule isomorphisms lRe , rRe and aRe are onstruted as the unique morphisms in M for
whih
lRe ◦ ⊓(m, j✷R
e) = (µR✷R) ◦ ρm ◦ (R
✷4
✷ηR✷R
✷2) (5.13)
rRe ◦ ⊓(m,R
e
✷j) = (R✷µR) ◦ ρm ◦ (R
✷5
✷ηR✷R) (5.14)
aRe ◦ ⊓(m,m✷R
e) = ⊓(m,Re✷m) ◦ (R✷R✷η✷4R ✷R✷R) ◦ (R✷R✷µR✷R) ◦ λm✷Re ◦
(R✷ηR✷R
✷7). (5.15)
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The requirement that χ∗ is a monoidal morphism from (A,M,J) to (Re,m, j) means the existene
of (bi-)module morphisms
σ : m ⊗
Re✷Re
(χ∗✷χ∗)→ χ∗ ⊗
A
M
ι : j→ χ∗ ⊗
A
J
satisfying the onditions
(χ∗ ⊗
A
lA) ◦ [σ ⊗A✷A (J✷A)] ◦ [m
⊗
Re✷Re
(ι✷χ∗)] = lRe ⊗Re χ
∗
(5.16)
(χ∗ ⊗
A
rA) ◦ [σ ⊗A✷A (A✷J)] ◦ [m
⊗
Re✷Re
(χ∗✷ι)] = rRe ⊗Re χ
∗
(5.17)
(χ∗ ⊗
A
aA) ◦ [σ ⊗A✷A (M✷A)] ◦ [m
⊗
Re✷Re
(σ✷χ∗)] =
[σ ⊗
A✷A
(A✷M)] ◦ [m ⊗
Re✷Re
(χ∗✷σ)] ◦ [aRe ⊗Re✷Re✷Re (χ
∗
✷χ∗✷χ∗)]. (5.18)
The strong monoidality of χ∗ means the additional requirement that σ and ι are isomorphisms.
Let us introdue the ategory DSR(M) as follows. The objets are the pairs onsisting of a
pseudo-monoid (A,M,J) in BIM(M) and a strong monoidal morphism from (A,M,J) to the
anonial pseudo-monoid (Re,m, j) whih is indued by a monoidal morphism χ : Re → A inM.
Suh pairs are haraterized by the olletion of the data (A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι).
The morphisms (A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι)→ (A′,M′,J′,R, χ′, σ′, ι′) inDSR(M) are the morphisms
Φ : A→ A′ in M suh that
Φ is a monoidal morphism A→ A′ in M (5.19)
the A−A′ bimodule Φ∗ indued by Φ is a monoidal morphism
(A′,M′,J′)→ (A,M,J) in BIM(M) (5.20)
the omposite of the monoidal morphisms Φ∗ and χ∗ is equal to χ′∗. (5.21)
More expliitly the onditions (5.20-5.21) mean that Φ ◦ χ = χ′ and
σ′ ◦ [σ−1 ⊗
A✷A
(Φ∗✷Φ∗)] : M ⊗
A✷A
(Φ∗✷Φ∗)→ Φ∗ ⊗
A
M ′ and (5.22)
ι′ ◦ ι−1 : J → Φ∗ ⊗
A
J ′ (5.23)
are (bi-) module isomorphisms satisfying the ompatibility onditions of the type (5.16-5.18).
From now on let R be a xed monoid inM, the (Re,m, j) the anonial pseudo-monoid (5.11-
5.12). For a monoidal morphism χ : Re → A let s: = χ ◦ (R✷ηR) and t: = χ ◦ (ηR✷R) and denote
the R-R-bimodule (5.1) by L.
Lemma 5.2 Let R and A be monoids and χ : Re → A a monoidal morphism in M. Then
the left Re-modules m ⊗
Re✷Re
(χ∗✷χ∗) and
(
L ⊗
R
L, λ
L⊗
R
L
◦ (R✷ρ
L⊗
R
L
) ◦ (R✷Σ
R,L⊗
R
L
)
)
in M are
isomorphi.
Proof. We onstrut the required isomorphism φ : m ⊗
Re✷Re
(χ∗✷χ∗) → L ⊗
R
L as the unique
morphism whih satises
φ ◦ ⊓(m,χ∗✷χ∗) = ⊓(L,L) ◦ λχ∗✷χ∗ ◦ (R✷ηR✷R✷R✷A✷A). (5.24)
It is obviously a left Re-module morphism. It is an isomorphism with inverse the unique morphism
φ˜ for whih
φ˜ ◦ ⊓(L,L) = ⊓(m,χ∗✷χ∗) ◦ (η✷3R ✷A✷A). (5.25)
✷
For an objet (A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι) in DSR(M) let us use the isomorphism φ in (5.24) to dene
the A-A✷A-bimodule
MA =
(
L ⊗
R
L, λMA = φ ◦ σ
−1 ◦ λM ◦ (A✷σ ◦ φ
−1), ρMA = φ ◦ σ
−1 ◦ ρM ◦ (σ ◦ φ
−1
✷A✷A)
)
.
(5.26)
It is easy to see that ρMA ◦ [⊓(L,L)✷A✷A] = ⊓(L,L) ◦ µA✷A.
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Lemma 5.3 Let (A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι) be an objet in DSR(M) and MA the A-A✷A-bimodule
(5.26). Then the unique morphisms ξ and ζ in M for whih the relations
ζ ◦ ⊓(L,L ⊗
R
L) = ⊓(MA, A✷MA) ◦ [⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷A✷(L ⊗R L)] (5.27)
ξ ◦ ⊓(L ⊗
R
L,L) = ⊓(MA,MA✷A) ◦ [⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷(L ⊗R L)✷A] (5.28)
hold true are both isomorphisms and
ζ ◦ ξ−1 = [φ ◦ σ−1 ⊗
A✷A
(A✷φ ◦ σ−1)] ◦ aA ◦ [σ ◦ φ
−1 ⊗
A✷A
(σ ◦ φ−1✷A)] (5.29)
where aA is the oherent bimodule isomorphism satisfying (5.18). In partiular, ζ ◦ ξ−1 is an
A-A✷3-bimodule isomorphism.
Proof. The isomorphism property of ζ and ξ is proven by onstruting their inverses as the unique
morphisms ζ˜ and ξ˜ in M for whih
ζ˜ ◦ ⊓(MA, A✷MA) ◦ [⊓(L,L)✷A✷MA] = ⊓(L,L ⊗R L) ◦ λA✷MA (5.30)
ξ˜ ◦ ⊓(MA,MA✷A) ◦ [⊓(L,L)✷MA✷A] = ⊓(L ⊗R L,L) ◦ λMA✷A. (5.31)
The equation (5.29) follows from (5.27) and
[φ ◦ σ−1 ⊗
A✷A
(A✷φ ◦ σ−1)] ◦ aA ◦ [σ ◦ φ
−1 ⊗
A✷A
(σ ◦ φ−1✷A)] ◦ ξ ◦ ⊓(L,L ⊗
R
L) ◦ (A✷ ⊓ (L,L))
= [φ ⊗
A✷A
(A✷φ)] ◦ [aRe ⊗Re✷Re✷Re (χ
∗
✷χ∗✷χ∗)] ◦ [φ−1 ⊗
A✷A
(φ−1✷A)] ◦ ⊓(MA,MA✷A)
◦[⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷ ⊓ (L,L)✷A]
= ⊓(MA, A✷MA) ◦ [⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷A✷ ⊓ (L,L)]
whih is the onsequene of (5.28), (5.18) and (5.15). ✷
For an objet (A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι) in DSR(M) let us use the isomorphisms ζ and ξ in (5.27-
5.28) to dene the A-A✷3-bimodule
M3 =
(
L ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
L, λM3 = ξ
−1 ◦ λMA⊗(MA✷A) ◦ (A✷ξ) = ζ
−1 ◦ λMA⊗(A✷MA) ◦ (A✷ζ) ,
ρM3 = ξ
−1 ◦ ρMA⊗(MA✷A) ◦ (ξ✷A
✷3) = ζ−1 ◦ λMA⊗(A✷MA) ◦ (ζ✷A
✷3)
)
. (5.32)
Theorem 5.4 The ategories BgdR(M) and DSR(M) are equivalent.
Proof. We start with the onstrution of a funtor F : DSR(M)→ BgdR(M). It maps the objet
(A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι) of DSR(M) to the bialgebroid (A,R, s, t, γ, π) where
s = χ ◦ (R✷ηR) t = χ ◦ (ηR✷R) (5.33)
γ = λMA ◦ [A✷ ⊓ (L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)] (5.34)
π = ι−1 ◦ λJ ◦ (A✷ι ◦ ηR) (5.35)
and the morphism λMA is introdued in (5.26). Both γ and π are R-R-bimodule morphisms by
the left Re-module morphism property of ι and of φ ◦ σ−1, respetively. The axioms (5.2-5.6)
follow easily from the denitions (5.34-5.35) using the identities π ◦ s = R and
ρMA ◦ (γ✷A✷A) = λMA ◦ (A✷ ⊓ (L,L)). (5.36)
The non-trivial properties are the oassoiativity of γ and the ounit property of π. The oasso-
iativity follows from the Lemma 5.3 as follows. Use the rst forms of λM3 and of ρM3 in (5.32)
and the identity (5.36) to onlude that
λM3 ◦ [A✷ ⊓ (L
⊗
R
L,L) ◦ (⊓(L,L)✷A)] = ρM3 ◦ [(γ
⊗
R
L) ◦ γ✷A✷A✷A]
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and the seond forms of λM3 and of ρM3 in (5.32) and (5.36) to show that
λM3 ◦ [A✷ ⊓ (L,L
⊗
R
L) ◦ (A✷ ⊓ (L,L))] = ρM3 ◦ [(L
⊗
R
γ) ◦ γ✷A✷A✷A].
This results (L ⊗
R
γ) ◦ γ = λM3 ◦ {A✷ ⊓ (L
⊗
R
L,L) ◦ [⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷ηA]} = (γ ⊗R L) ◦ γ.
The ounit property is proven by a similar argument. Introdue the left A-module
JA =
(
R, ι−1 ◦ λJ ◦ (A✷ι) ≡ π ◦ µA ◦ (A✷s)
)
. (5.37)
One heks that the unique morphisms in M whih satisfy
κ1 ◦ ⊓(MA, JA✷A) = (π ⊗R L) ◦ ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷s✷A] and (5.38)
κ2 ◦ ⊓(MA, A✷JA) = (L ⊗R π) ◦ ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷A✷t] (5.39)
are κ1 = lA ◦ [σ ◦φ−1 ⊗A✷A (ι✷A)] and κ2 = rA ◦ [σ ◦φ
−1 ⊗
A✷A
(A✷ι)], respetively, where lA and rA
are the oherent bimodule isomorphisms satisfying the onditions (5.16) and (5.17). Now using
the left A-module morphism property of κ1 and (5.36) we obtain
(π ⊗
R
L) ◦ γ = (π ⊗
R
L) ◦ ρMA ◦ [γ✷µA✷A ◦ (ηA✷ηA✷s ◦ ηR✷ηA)] =
κ1 ◦ λMA⊗(JA✷A) ◦ {A✷ ⊓ (MA, JA✷A) ◦ [⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷ηR✷ηA]} =
µA ◦ [A✷(π ⊗R L) ◦ ⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)] = A (5.40)
and from the left A-module morphism property of κ2 it follows that (L ⊗R γ)◦γ = A. This nishes
the onstrution of the funtor F on the objets.
The funtor F ats on the morphisms as the identity map. For a morphism Φ : (A,M,J,R, χ, σ,
ι)→ (A′,M′,J′,R, χ′, σ′, ι′) in DSR(M) the onditions (5.9-5.10) follow from the fat that Φ is
a bimodule morphism L → L′ and a left Re-module morphism χ∗ → χ′∗ and the left A-module
morphism property of the morphisms (5.22-5.23).
Let us turn to the onstrution of the funtor G : BgdR(M)→ DSR(M). It maps the objet
A = (A,R, s, t, γ, π) in BgdR(M) to (A,MA,JA,R, χ, φ,R) whereMA is the A-A✷A-bimodule
dened on the objet L ⊗
R
L as in (5.7-5.8), the JA is the left A-module
(R, π ◦ µA ◦ (A✷R))
and χ: = µA ◦ (s✷t) and the morphism φ has been introdued in (5.24).
We laim that (A,MA,JA) is a pseudo-monoid in BIM(M) by onstruting the oherent
bimodule isomorphisms lA, rA and aA. The lA and rA are the unique morphisms in M whih
satisfy
lA ◦ ⊓(MA, JA✷A) = (π ⊗R L) ◦ ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷s✷A] and (5.41)
rA ◦ ⊓(MA, A✷JA) = (L ⊗R π) ◦ ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷A✷t], (5.42)
respetively. Both are isomorphisms with inverses
l−1A = ⊓(MA, JA✷A) ◦ [⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷ηR✷A]
r−1A = ⊓(MA, A✷JA) ◦ [⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷A✷ηR].
Their right A-module morphism property is obvious. The left A-module morphism property
follows from (5.6), the left R-module morphism property of γ, the axioms (5.3) and (5.4) and the
ounit property of π.
In order to onstrut aA introdue the morphisms ζ and ξ with the same formulae (5.27-5.28)
as in Lemma 5.3 with the only dierene that MA stands now for the A-A✷A-bimodule (5.7-5.8).
Just the same way as in the Lemma they are shown to be isomorphisms. Set
aA: = ζ ◦ ξ
−1. (5.43)
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Its bimodule morphism property follows from the bimodule morphism property of
ζ : (L ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
L, λ3, ρ3)→MA ⊗A✷A (MA✷A) and
ξ : (L ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
L, λ′3, ρ3)→MA
⊗
A✷A
(A✷MA)
(where the morphisms λ3, λ
′
3 and ρ3 are the unique morphisms in M for whih
ρ3 ◦ [⊓(L ⊗R L,L)✷A
✷3] = ⊓(L ⊗
R
L,L) ◦ ρMA✷A ⇔ (5.44)
ρ3 ◦ [⊓(L,L ⊗R L)✷A
✷3] = ⊓(L,L ⊗
R
L) ◦ ρA✷MA (5.45)
λ3 ◦ [A✷ ⊓ (L,L ⊗R L) ◦ (A✷ ⊓ (L,L))] = ρ3 ◦ [(L
⊗
R
γ) ◦ γ✷A✷3] (5.46)
λ′3 ◦ [A✷ ⊓ (L
⊗
R
L,L) ◦ ( ⊓(L,L)✷A) ] = ρ3 ◦ [(γ ⊗R L) ◦ γ✷A
✷3] ) (5.47)
and the oassoiativity of γ.
The proof of the pseudo-monoid property of (A,MA,JA) is ompleted by the lengthy but
straightforward hek of the triangle and pentagon onditions.
The fat that the bimodule isomorphisms
φ : m ⊗
Re✷Re
(χ∗✷χ∗)→ χ∗ ⊗
A
MA
R : j→ χ∗ ⊗
A
JA
satisfy the onditions (5.16-5.18) follows from the identities (5.41) and (5.13), (5.42) and (5.14),
(5.43) and (5.15)  after some playing with the oequalizers.
The funtor G ats on the morphisms as the identity map. One heks that for a morphism
Φ : (A,R, s, t, γ, π) → (A′,R, s′, t′, γ′, π′) in BgdR(M) the onditions (5.19-5.21) follow from
(5.9-5.10).
The omposite funtor FG is the identity funtor BgdR(M), while GF is naturally equivalent
to the identity funtor DSR(M). The image of the objet (A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι) in DSR(M) under
GF is the objet (A,MA,JA,R, χ, φ,R) where MA is the A−A✷A-bimodule dened in (5.26),
JA is the left A-module (5.37) and φ is the morphism (5.24). The required natural equivalene at
the objet (A,M,J,R, χ, σ, ι) is the identity morphism A. As a matter of fat the A-A-bimodule
(A, µA, µA) with the oherent bimodule isomorphisms σ ◦ φ−1 : MA → M and ι : JA → J
is a strong monoidal morphism (A,M,J) → (A,MA,JA) sine the oherene onditions (5.16)
and (5.17) hold true by the observation that the unique morphisms satisfying (5.38-5.39) are
lA ◦ [σ ◦φ−1 ⊗A✷A (ι✷A)] and rA ◦ [σ ◦φ
−1 ⊗
A✷A
(A✷ι)], respetively, and the denitions (5.41-5.42).
The ondition (5.18) follows from Lemma 5.3 and (5.43). ✷
The denition (5.9-5.10) of bialgebroid morphisms is very restritive. In the ase of bialgebroids
inMk more general morphisms have been introdued in [20℄ and also in [25℄. The idea of [25℄ an
be applied also in our ontext. One an introdue a bigger ategory DS(M) the objets of whih
are the objets of all the ategoriesDSR(M) asR runs through the monoids inM. The denition
of the morphisms follows Street's denition of the 1-ells in the biategory of monads [21℄. Then
the objet funtions of the funtors F and G onstruted in the proof an be used to dene a
bigger ategory Bgd(M) of bialgebroids inM. As a guiding priniple they are required to be the
objet funtions of equivalene funtors F ′ : Bgd(M) → DS(M) and G′ : DS(M) → Bgd(M),
respetively. We do not onsider this question in more detail here.
The axioms of the internal left bialgebroid in the Denition 5.1 are not invariant under the
hange of the monoid A to the opposite Aop. As the opposite version of the left bialgebroid the
right bialgebroid is introdued as follows.
Denition 5.5 A right bialgebroid in the symmetri monoidal ategory (M,✷, U) with oequal-
izers onsists of the data (A,R, s, t, γ, π) where A = (A, µA, ηA) and R = (R, µR, ηR) are monoids
in M, the s : R→ A and the t : Rop → A are monoidal morphisms suh that
µA ◦ (s✷t) = µA ◦ ΣA,A ◦ (s✷t)
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and K = (K, γ, π) is a omonoid in RMR where K is the R-R-bimodule
(A, µA ◦ ΣA,A ◦ (t✷A), µA ◦ (A✷s)) .
They are subjet to the axioms
λNA ◦ (ηA✷t✷γ) = λNA ◦ (s✷ηA✷γ)
γ ◦ ηA = ⊓(K,K) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)
γ ◦ µA = ρNA ◦ (γ✷A)
π ◦ ηA = ηR
π ◦ µA ◦ (s ◦ π✷A) = π ◦ µA = π ◦ µA ◦ (t ◦ π✷A) (5.48)
where we introdued the A✷A-A-bimodule NA = (K ⊗R K,λNA , ρNA) with the unique morphisms
in M for whih
λNA ◦ (A✷A✷ ⊓ (K,K)) = ⊓(K,K) ◦ µA✷A
ρNA ◦ (⊓(K,K)✷A) = λNA ◦ (A✷A✷γ).
6 The formulation of internal bialgebroids in terms of en-
twining strutures and orings
The axioms of the bialgebra over a ommutative ring k have been related to entwining strutures
in ([8℄, Proposition 33.1) and to orings in ([28℄, Proposition 5.2). Our aim in this setion is to
give similar relation between bialgebroids, entwining strutures and orings in symmetri monoidal
ategories with oequalizers.
Throughout the setion (M,✷, U,Σ) is a symmetri monoidal ategory with oequalizers, R =
(R, µR, ηR) and A = (A, µA, ηA) are monoids inM and χ : Re → A is a monoidal morphism. Let
us introdue the R-R-bimodules
L = (A, λL = µA ◦ (s✷A), ρL = µA ◦ ΣA,A ◦ (A✷t))
S = (A, λS = µA ◦ (s✷A), ρS = µA ◦ (A✷s))
where s = χ◦(R✷ηR) and t = χ◦(ηR✷R). (Notie that theM-objets L ⊗R L and L
⊗
R
S oinide.)
Introduing the unique morphism µS : S ⊗R S → S for whih
µS ◦ ⊓(S, S) = µA
we have a monoid S = (S, µS , s) in RMR, the monoidal ategory of R-R-bimodules in M.
Let L = (L, γ, π) be a omonoid in RMR and ρMA : (L
⊗
R
L)✷A✷A→ (L ⊗
R
L) the morphism
(5.7) in M.
Theorem 6.1 The following are equivalent:
i) The omonoid L obeys the properties
π is an epimorphism (6.1)
γ ◦ ρS = ρMA ◦ (γ✷s✷ηA) (6.2)
the monoid S, the omonoid L and the unique morphism ψ : S ⊗
R
L→ L ⊗
R
S for whih
ψ ◦ ⊓(S,L) = ρMA ◦ (γ✷A✷ηA)
form a left entwining struture in RMR. (6.3)
ii) The omonoid L satises the properties (6.1), (5.2) and
C =
(
L ⊗
R
S, λMA , ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
S)✷ηA✷A], γ ⊗R S, π
⊗
R
S
)
(6.4)
is an A-oring in M, where λMA : A✷(L
⊗
R
S)→ (L ⊗
R
S) is the morphism (5.8) in M.
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iii) (A,R, s, t, γ, π) is a left bialgebroid in M.
Remark 6.2 The impliation iii)⇒ ii) of Theorem 6.1 follows from ([6℄, Proposition 4.1) in the
ase when M is the ategory of modules over a ommutative ring.
Remark 6.3 The i ⇔ iii) part of the Theorem 6.1 is a generalization of ([8℄, Proposition 33.1
(1)) where no analogues of the onditions (6.1) and (6.2) appear.
We need the ondition (6.2) in order for the denition (6.3) of the morphism ψ to make sense.
In the ontext of [8℄ one works in the ategory of modules over a ommutative ring k. In this ase
the ondition (6.2) is trivial in the sense that it is idential to the k-module morphism property
of γ.
The role of (6.1) is dierent. The starting point in [8℄ is an algebra (A, µ, η) and a oalgebra
(A, γ, π) over a ommutative ring k whih are entwined by the k-linear map
ψ : A ⊗
k
A→ A ⊗
k
A a ⊗
k
b 7→ a(1)b ⊗k a(2)
 where we used the Sweedler's onvention for the oprodut. It is proven in [8℄ that both π and
γ are multipliative and γ is unital. The reader may hek that the unitality of π is equivalent,
however, to the faithfulness of A as a k-module, what is further equivalent to the injetivity of η
and also equivalent to the surjetivity of π.
The situation in our more general ontext is similar. All bialgebroid axioms (5.2-5.6) follow
from the assumptions (6.2-6.3) exept (5.5). As a matter of fat under the assumptions (6.2-6.3)
the following are equivalent:
π is an epimorphism
⇔ s is a monomorphism
⇔ π ◦ ηA = ηR.
Proof of Theorem 6.1.
i)⇒ iii) By the assumption (6.2) the denition (6.3) of ψ makes sense. Sine ψ is assumed to
be a right R-module morphism the axiom (5.2) is satised. From the assumption that (S,L, ψ)
satises (3.1) it follows that the axiom (5.3) holds true, by (3.3) so does (5.4). The axiom (5.5)
follows from the assumption (6.1) while (5.6) is the onsequene of (3.2) and the identity
π ◦ (π ⊗
R
S) ◦ ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷A✷ηA] = π ◦ µA ◦ [(L ⊗R π)✷A]
whih follows from the R-R-bimodule morphism property of π.
iii)⇒ i) It follows from (5.5) and the left R-module morphism property of π that π ◦ s = R
hene the ondition (6.1) holds true. The ondition (6.2) follows from (5.4), (5.3) and the left
R-module morphism property of γ. The left R-module morphism property of ψ follows from the
left R-module morphism property of γ and its right R-module morphism property follows from
(5.2). The axiom (3.1) follows from (5.3). The (5.6) implies that
(π ⊗
R
S) ◦ ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷A✷ηA] = (π ⊗R S) ◦ ρMA ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷s ◦ π✷ηA]. (6.5)
Applying (6.5), the assumption (6.2) and the ounit property of π one proves (3.2).
In order to prove (3.3) use the identity
(L ⊗
R
µS) ◦ (ψ ⊗R S) ◦ ⊓(S,L
⊗
R
S) ◦ (A✷ρMA) = ρMA ◦ (λMA✷A✷A)
together with (5.4).
The axiom (5.4) implies that both γ ⊗
R
L and L ⊗
R
γ are left A-module morphisms (L ⊗
R
L, λMA)→ (L
⊗
R
L ⊗
R
L, λ3) where λ3 has been introdued in (5.47). Furthermore
(L ⊗
R
ψ) ◦ (ψ ⊗
R
L) ◦ ⊓(S,L ⊗
R
L) = λ3 ◦ {A✷ ⊓ (L ⊗R L,L) ◦ [(L
⊗
R
L)✷ηA]}.
These observations imply (3.4).
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i)⇒ ii) The axiom (5.2) holds true by the right R-module morphism property of ψ.
Sine M is a monoidal ategory with oequalizers so is RMR. Using the method of the
Example 4.5 we an onstrut an S-oring in RMR as
(L ⊗
R
S,Λ, L ⊗
R
µS , γ ⊗R S, π
⊗
R
S) (6.6)
where Λ = (L ⊗
R
µS) ◦ (ψ ⊗R S).
The forgetful funtor GR : RMR → M is a monoidal funtor preserving the module tensor
produt hene by Proposition 4.6 it maps the S-oring (6.6) in RMR to an A-oring in M. It is
straightforward to hek that it is the A-oring (6.4).
ii)⇒ i) The unitality of the bimodule (5.7-5.8) implies that γ ◦ ηA = ⊓(L,L) ◦ (ηA✷ηA) and
by the left R-module morphism property of γ also γ ◦ s = ⊓(L,L)◦ (s✷ηA). Combining this result
with the assumption that (L ⊗
R
S, λMA) is a left A-module in M, one proves the ondition (6.2).
This makes it sensible to introdue the unique morphism Λ : S ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
S → L ⊗
R
S in M with
the requirement that
Λ ◦ ⊓(S,L ⊗
R
S) = λMA . (6.7)
Observe that the A-oring (6.4) in M is the image of the S-oring
(L ⊗
R
S,Λ, L ⊗
R
µS , γ ⊗R S, π
⊗
R
S)
in RMR under the forgetful funtor GR : RMR → M. Indeed, sine GR is a monoidal funtor
preserving the module tensor produt and it is faithful and GR2 = ⊓( , ) is epi, the funtor G
R
reets orings by Proposition 4.6.
The morphism ψ: = Λ ◦ (S ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
s) : S ⊗
R
L→ L ⊗
R
S in M satises
Λ = (L ⊗
R
µS) ◦ (ψ ⊗R S)
hene we an apply the only if part of the statement in the Example 4.5 to onlude the laim.
✷
It is straightforward to prove the `right handed' version of the Theorem 6.1 that is to formulate
the axioms of the right bialgebroid in M in terms of a oring in M and alternatively, in terms of
a right entwining struture in RMR.
The onstrution of assoiating a oring (6.4) to a bialgebroid an be applied to a bialgebra H
over a ommutative ring k. As it is known from ([15℄, Theorem 1.1) the resulting oring is Galois
if and only if H is a Hopf algebra. Motivated by this result in the rest of the setion we investigate
under what onditions on the bialgebroid (A,R, s, t, γ, π) is the A-oring (6.4) Galois.
The Galois property of orings is dened w.r.t. a given group-like morphism. Let us x
the group-like morphism ⊓(L, S) ◦ (ηA✷ηA) for the oring (6.4). The orresponding oinvariant
subobjet of A is identied by the following
Lemma 6.4 The diagram on the Figure 4 is an equalizer diagram in M.
PSfrag replaements
R A L ⊗
R
S
t ρMA ◦ [⊓(L, S) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷ηA✷A]
λMA ◦ [A✷ ⊓ (L, S) ◦ (ηA✷ηA)]
Figure 4: The oinvariant subobjet in the oring (6.4)
Proof. The ommutativity of the diagram on Figure 4 follows from the observation that ρMA ◦
[⊓(L, S)◦ (ηA✷ηA)✷ηA✷A] = ⊓(L, S)◦ (ηA✷A) and λMA ◦ [A✷⊓ (L, S)◦ (ηA✷ηA)] = γ, the axiom
(5.3) and the right R-module morphism property of γ.
The universality of the morphism t : R → A follows sine for any objet X and morphism
f : X → A in M suh that ⊓(L, S) ◦ (ηA✷f) = γ ◦ f the morphism f fatorizes through R in the
unique way f = t ◦ π ◦ f . ✷
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Reall that the Galois property of an internal oring is equivalent to the isomorphism property
of the morphism κ dened by (4.6). Substituting the group-like morphism ⊓(L, S) ◦ (ηA✷ηA) and
the equalizer in the Lemma 6.4 the denition (4.6) takes the form
κ ◦ ⊓(t∗, t
∗) = ρMA ◦ (γ✷ηA✷A). (6.8)
The morphism κ introdued by (6.8) has been studied by P. Shauenburg [19℄ in the ase of
bialgebroids (A,R, s, t, γ, π) in the ategoryMk. In that ase the isomorphism property of κ was
shown to be equivalent to the strong right losed property of the forgetful funtor AM→ RMR
hene it was proposed as the denition of the ×R-Hopf algebra.
Corollary 6.5 Let A = (A,R, s, t, γ, π) be a left bialgebroid in M. The orresponding A-oring
(6.4) is Galois (with respet to the oinvariant subobjet R of A orresponding to the group-like
morphism γ ◦ ηA) if and only if the morphism κ in M introdued in (6.8) is an isomorphism. In
this ase we may all A a ×R-Hopf algebra.
7 Duality of internal bialgebroids
The entwining struture is a self-dual notion in the sense of Remark 3.4. Therefore the the
desription of the internal bialgebroid in the part i) of Theorem 6.1 provides a natural framework
for the study of its duality. That is one an ask whether the dual of the entwining struture in the
part i) of Theorem 6.1  if exists  satises analogous properties to (6.1-6.3) hene determines a
dual bialgebroid. The answer is given by the following
Theorem 7.1 Let (M,✷, U,Σ) be a symmetri monoidal ategory with oequalizers. Let A =
(A,R, s, t, γ, π) be a left bialgebroid in M and (S,L, ψ) the entwining struture in RMR as in
the part i) of Proposition 6.1. Suppose that both R-R bimodules S and L possess right duals in
RMR. Then the dual bimodules have the form
Lr = (B, µB ◦ (π
r
✷B), µB ◦ (B✷π
r)) (7.9)
Sr = (B, µB ◦ ΣB,B ◦ (q✷B), µB ◦ (B✷π
r)) , (7.10)
respetively, where B is some objet and q is some morphism in M and B is the monoid (B, γr ◦
⊓(Lr, Lr), πr ◦ ηR) in M. The right entwining struture (Lr ,Sr, ψr) obeys the properties
sr is an epimorphism (7.11)
ψr ◦ ⊓(Sr, Lr) = λNA ◦ (ηB✷B✷µ
r) (7.12)
where λNA is the unique morphism in M for whih λNA ◦ (B✷B✷⊓ (L
r , Sr)) = ⊓(Lr, Sr)◦µB✷B.
Equivalently, (B,R, πr, q, µr, sr) is a right bialgebroid in M.
Proof. Let us denote the evaluation and oevaluation morphisms by
∪S : S ⊗R S
r → R ∩S : R→ S
r ⊗
R
S
∪L : L ⊗R L
r → R ∩L : R→ L
r ⊗
R
L.
It is obvious that Lr is of the form (7.9) sine Lr = (Lr, γr, πr) is a monoid inM. Sine λL = λS ,
the M-objet parts B of Lr and B′ of Sr are isomorphi via
t : = (Sr ⊗
R
∪L) ◦ ⊓(S
r ⊗
R
L,Lr) ◦ (∩S ◦ ηR✷B) : B → B
′
t−1: = (Lr ⊗
R
∪S) ◦ ⊓(L
r ⊗
R
S, Sr) ◦ (∩L ◦ ηR✷B
′) : B′ → B.
What is more t : Lr → Sr is a right R-module isomorphism. This means that we an hoose the
objets B and B′ to be the same and require the equivalent onditions on M-morphisms
t = B
⇔ ∪L ◦ ⊓(L,L
r) = ∪S ◦ ⊓(S, S
r)
⇔ ∩L ◦ ηR = ∩S ◦ ηR
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to hold true. (Notie that then the M-objets Sr ⊗
R
S, Sr ⊗
R
L, Lr ⊗
R
S and Lr ⊗
R
L are all equal.)
The identity λSr = µB ◦ ΣB,B ◦ (q✷B) is heked by diret alulation setting q: = λSr ◦ (R✷ηB)
and using the forms
λSr = (S
r ⊗
R
∪S) ◦ ⊓(S
r ⊗
R
S, Sr) ◦ [ρSr⊗S ◦ (∩S ◦ ηR✷R)✷B]
µB = (L
r ⊗
R
∪L) ◦ (L
r ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
∪L ⊗R L
r) ◦ [(Lr ⊗
R
γ) ◦ ∩L ⊗R ⊓(L
r, Lr)]
ηB = (L
r ⊗
R
π) ◦ ∩L ◦ ηR
and the identity ρMA ◦ (γ✷s✷ηA) = γ ◦ ρS .
Sine π ◦ s = R also sr ◦ πr = R whih proves that sr is an epimorphism. In order to prove
the identity (7.12) let us introdue the B-R bimodule
P =
(
Lr ⊗
R
Sr, λNA ◦ (ηB✷B✷(L
r ⊗
R
Sr)), ρLr⊗Sr
)
.
The identity ψ ◦ ⊓(S,L) = ρMA ◦ (γ✷A✷ηA) implies that
(Sr ⊗
R
µS) ◦ ⊓(S
r ⊗
R
S, S) ◦ [(γr ⊗
R
S) ◦ (Lr ⊗
R
∩L)✷A] ◦ ΣA,B =
(Sr ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
∪S) ◦ ⊓(S
r ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
S, Sr) ◦ [(Sr ⊗
R
ψ) ◦ ∩S ⊗R L)✷B],
from whih it follows that
(Lr ⊗
R
Sr ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
∪S) ◦ ⊓(L
r ⊗
R
Sr ⊗
R
L ⊗
R
S, Sr) ◦ [(Lr ⊗
R
Sr ⊗
R
ψ) ◦ (Lr ⊗
R
∩S ⊗R L) ◦ ∩L ◦ ηR✷B]
= (Lr ⊗
R
Sr ⊗
R
µS) ◦ λP⊗S⊗S ◦ [B✷(S
r ⊗
R
∩S ⊗R S) ◦ ∩S ◦ ηR],
hene (7.12).
Applying the `right handed' version of Theorem 6.1 the properties of the right entwining
struture (Lr ,Sr, ψr) proven so far are equivalent to the statement that (B,R, πr, q, µr, sr) is a
right bialgebroid in M. ✷
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